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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper investigates the relationship between emotional intelligence and adjustment to new cultures 
during exchange programs. Emotional intelligence involves the ability to understand emotional 
information in oneself and in others.  The construct has predicted successful adjustment to new 
cultures in global work assignments; leading to greater satisfaction among international managers, 
better performance on the job, and less propensity to leave an international assignment. We predict 
that emotional intelligence will have a positive impact on students' adjustment, performance, and 
overall satisfaction with the exchange program.  Findings from the study can inform exchange 
programs for how to better prepare students to handle the demands of new cultural and educational 
environments.  Implications for exchange programs and the field are discussed. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Stemming from the concept of social intelligence [11], emotional intelligence involves four 
interrelated abilities: perceiving, utilizing, understanding, and managing emotional information in 
oneself and in others [8] [9]. Therefore, the construct has been defined as “the ability to perceive and 
express emotion, assimilate emotion in thought, understand and reason with emotion, and regulate 
emotion in the self and others,” [9, p. 88].  Daniel Goleman brought emotional intelligence to the 
forefront of research and practice when his pivotal book titled “Emotional Intelligence” was published 
in 1995 [7].  Since its inception, emotional intelligence has proven to be an important indicator of 
success in a variety of work and life situations. 

 
Research on emotional intelligence has shown that the interrelated abilities predict a broad range of 
desirable work outcomes [5].  For example, emotional intelligence has been associated with enhanced 
ability to manage stress on the job [2], it has been associated with better overall work performance 
[12], and increased supervisor ratings of worker’s interpersonal sensitivity [5]. It has also been 
associated with the ability to adjust to new situations. For instance, emotional recognition improves 
one’s capacity to identify others’ mood states, allowing them to adjust more successfully to various 
social situations [3].  Emotional intelligence has predicted successful adjustment to new cultures in 
global work assignments; leading to greater satisfaction among international managers, better 
performance on the job, and less propensity to leave an international assignment. The authors 
attribute these results to the ability of emotionally intelligent workers to adjust to new work and 
societal contexts, allowing them to fit in better to their surroundings and interact with local people in 
meaningful ways. 

 
International students are defined in this paper as students who are attending an institution of higher 
education on a temporary visa and are not citizens of the host country. These students face many 
issues when adjusting to new universities.  One of the most significant challenges these students 



encounter is not finding enough social support in the host country.  Being far removed from their 
family and friends, exchange students do not have the built in social support of other students. 
Hechanova et al. found that exchange students adjusted to new schools better when they had more 
interactions with individuals in the host country.  Students that 
were able to seek out and develop relationships found it easier to connect with the local culture and 
traditions, making their exchange program more enjoyable and successful. Their study also revealed 
that only a small fraction of exchange students actually seeks out and befriend students in the host 
country.  This may be caused by the propensity to affiliate with other exchange students who share 
similar ethnic backgrounds rather than becoming friends with someone from who is from the country 
they are visiting. 
Similarly, another study showed that cultural connectivity was a significant factor in reducing 
acculturative stress associated with exchange programs.  The research suggests that students’ ability 
to adapt to new cultural surroundings is a critical component of a successful student exchange 
program, yet it remains unclear why certain individuals are better at making this adjustment than 
others. This study proposes that emotional competencies will assist exchange students in the 
adjustment process, leading to greater performance and satisfaction in their exchange program. 
Specifically, it is predicted that emotionally intelligent exchange students will show better 
performance in their host schools, higher satisfaction with the exchange program, and will be less 
likely to want to leave the exchange.  The next section identifies how the emotional intelligence 
competencies help students adjust to the various demands of an exchange program. Then, the 
research methodology and implications are discussed in relation to the current study. 

 
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND EXCHANGE STUDENTS 
 
Salovey and Mayer [9] were the first to suggest that individuals differ in their ability to distinguish and 
understand emotional information. They recognized that emotional intelligence involves three primary 
mental processes: 1) the ability to express and appraise emotions in themselves and in others, 2) the 
capacity to regulate one’s own emotional states and the emotions of others, and 3) the ability to 
adaptively use emotions [9]. They defined emotional intelligence as a “subset of social intelligence 
that involves the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate 
among them and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions,” [9, p. 189]. 

 
Later, they developed a theoretical model that identifies four interrelated abilities associated with 
emotional intelligence:1) the ability to accurately perceive, appraise, and express emotions in oneself 
and others, 2) the capacity to generate and access feelings that facilitate thinking, 3) the capacity to 
understand emotional information and utilize that knowledge in productive ways, and 4) the ability to 
regulate emotions in a way that promotes overall well being and intellectual development [6]. A key 
difference between their model and the other models is that each ability involves both inward and 
outward emotional competencies, emphasizing the interaction between perceiving and utilizing 
emotions. They describe the abilities in their model as being interrelated and hierarchical in nature, 
so that lower level processes are necessary before the more developed emotional processing skills can 
be utilized.  As students utilize these four emotional competencies to adapt to a new school 
environment, they will be better at adjusting, more successful in their programs, and less likely to 
leave the exchange. Therefore the following hypotheses are proposed. 

 
H1: Students that are higher in emotional intelligence will show better adjustment in their exchange 
program. 
H2: Students that are higher in emotional intelligence will show better performance in 



their exchange program. 
H3: Students that are higher in emotional intelligence will have less intention to leave their exchange 
program. 
 

STUDY DESIGN 
 
This study will utilize a survey research design.  A sample of 500 exchange students will be studied to 
measure the research hypotheses. Emotional intelligence will be measured using the Schutte et al. 
emotional intelligence inventory containing 33 items. This questionnaire provides a score for each of 
the four emotional intelligence competencies as well as an overall ability measure.  Exchange student 
adjustment will be measured using a modified adjustment scale developed by Black and Stephens to 
measure adjustment of workers on international assignments.  The14-item scale evaluates general, 
interaction, and work facets of adjustment utilizing a seven point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = 
totally settled to 7 = perfectly adapted). Performance will be measured using a modified version of 
Caligiuri and Day’s (2000) expatriate managers’ performance scale. Intention to leave the exchange 
early will be measured using a modified version of Caligiuri’s 4-item scale to assess the propensity to 
leave an international assignment.  The hypotheses will be tested using correlation analysis.  In 
addition, several open-ended questions will be asked to identify additional factors that may improve 
the exchange program. 

 
IMPLICATIONS 
 
As exchange programs become more popular in our global economy, it is important to identify factors 
that will make them more successful. The ability of students to adjust to new social and cultural 
contexts is a critical component to any successful exchange.  Emotional intelligence can be improved 
through training and practice, making it a pliable tool for universities.  If emotional intelligence assists 
students in managing the transition to an international school, training programs could be incorporated 
into exchange programs early on to get the students up to speed on how to use emotional competencies 
to adapt to their new school. Students gain so much from exchange programs, yet they often fall short 
of their full potential because they lack connection with their new school environment.  Emotional 
intelligence may improve students’ transition to an exchange program by allowing them to adjust more 
easily, leading to a better overall learning experience. 

 
In a recent essay “Is Emotional Intelligence the Key to Success?” published by INNERCHOICE 
Publishing, it is noted that IQ contributes to only about 20% to the factors that determine success.  
This essay defines emotional intelligence as another way of being smart.  That is, emotional 
intelligence is the capacity to know and manage one’s emotions, to marshal emotions, and being able 
to recognize emotions in others and to effectively handle relationships.  Incorporating emotional 
knowledge into a curriculum could build a bridge between academic knowledge and life experiences. 
Emotions are connected to behavior and thus affect every aspect of life dealing with physical 
wellbeing, changes in behaviors due to experiences, level of achievement and interactions with others.  
Nourishment of emotional intelligence must be an integral part of intellectual growth. Academic 
success, therefore, has a strong connection to emotional intelligence. As academicians, it is 
imperative that we understand and use the emotional intelligence component to make a difference in 
our students’ lives. The areas we, as academicians could have great impact are our students’ self-
awareness, abilities to understand and manage emotions and control impulses and finally be able to 
build relationship skills.  Through understanding the levels of emotional intelligence of our students, 
we can be better prepare them for the challenges of international environments. We can contribute to 



the levels of critical thinking abilities in our students and allow them to evaluate realistic alternatives 
and develop useful problem solving skills that will allow them to handle new situations throughout 
their lives. 
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